Verifying entanglement by attempting to undo it with ultra-broadband bi-photons
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We observe at record-high speed the nonclassical nature of ultra-broadband bi-photons, reducing
the measurement time by three orders of magnitude compared to previous techniques. We measure
the quantum state of the broadband bi-photons, amplitude and phase, with a pairwise ”MachZehnder” quantum interferometer, where bi-photons that are generated in one nonlinear crystal
are enhanced (constructive interference) or diminished (destructive interference) in another crystal,
depending on the bi-photon phase. We verify the quantum nature of the interference by observing
the dependence of the fringe visibility on internal loss. Since destructive interference is equivalent
to an attempt to undo in the second crystal (by up-conversion) the entanglement created in the
first crystal (by down-conversion), the fringe visibility is a quantum measure for the purity of the
broadband bi-photons quantum state. The measurement speed-up is due to the large homodyne-like
gain from the strong pump (∼ 107−9 ) in the bi-photon up-conversion efficiency, which enables the
use of simple photo-detection of the full, ultra-high photon flux instead of coincidence counting.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 42.65.Lm, 42.40.Kw

Due to quantum correlation, the state of a bi-photon
(entangled photon pair) is defined well beyond the uncertainty regarding each of the constituent photons. The
inherent quantum nature of bi-photons is a foundation in
quantum optics, exploited for many experiments and applications, such as verification of quantum theory [1–4],
engineering of Bell states for quantum information [5–9]
and sources of squeezed light for measurements of optical
phase below the shot-noise limit [10–12]. A most pronounced realization of this quantum correlation is with
ultra-broadband time-energy entangled bi-photons, produced from a narrow pump laser by type-I spontaneous
parametric down conversion (SPDC). The precise energysum correlation of broadband bi-photons can extend over
nearly an octave (more than 100THz in this report),
and their time-difference correlation can be in the few
fs regime [13–17], thereby providing an extreme realization of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox in its original continuous-variable form [19]. With this ultrashort
time correlation, an ultra-high flux of single bi-photons
(up to 1014 /s with our configuration) can be generated
with negligible probability of multiple pairs [15–18].
In spite of their unique quantum properties, broadband bi-photons are the ’black sheep of the family’ in
current quantum information, and are rarely used in experiments, mainly because of the bandwidth incompetency between the bi-photons and the photo-detectors in
standard detection schemes. When the single photons
are directly detected, the photo-detectors response time
is far too slow (∼ 100ps with the fastest available detectors) to resolve the ultrafast correlation time (of order
10 − 100fs), and the maximum detectable flux for standard coincidence circuits is limited to few 106 photons/s,
inhibiting utilization of the ultra-high flux offered by
broadband bi-photons. In frequency domain, this bandwidth incompetency leads to an undesired distinguishability between different frequency pairs of the bi-photons

spectrum. Thus, the broad bandwidth of bi-photons is
a burden for standard detection, not a resource, and
much effort is invested in current experiments to eliminate time-energy entanglement altogether by matching
the bi-photons bandwidth to that of the pump, either
by narrowing the bi-photons [21–23] or by increasing the
pump bandwidth using ultrashort pump pulses [24–26].
In order to fully exploit the bandwidth resource of biphotons, a different route for detection is required, where
the frequency pairs of the bi-photons remain undistinguished. Two major methods were employed so far to
address broadband entangled photon pairs - Hong-OuMandel (HOM) interference [13] and sum-frequency generation (SFG) [15, 18, 27]. While both HOM and SFG
allow measurement of the ultrashort correlation time, the
detected photon flux is severely limited in both, either by
the use of coincidence detection in HOM, or by the inherently low efficiency of SFG at the single photon level
(∼ 10−10 − 10−8 ), which yields a very low flux of SFG
photons. Both methods are therefore inherently slow and
incapable of exploiting the ultrahigh flux.
Since both SFG and HOM are broadband interference
effects, both are highly sensitive to spectral phase modulation of the bi-photon input (in a somewhat different
way) [17, 20]. Thus, both methods can detect only nearly
transform limited bi-photons and exact dispersion compensation is required. By homodyne measurement of the
SFG signal against the pump laser, the overall bi-photon
phase can be measured [15, 28], but not the spectral
phase of the composing frequency-pairs. Consequently,
both methods cannot offer enough information to unravel
a general, non uniform bi-photon spectral phase.
To measure the bi-photons phase, a pairwise interference against a stable bi-photon reference is required. We
utilize for this purpose a well known interference effect
[29–32], with a most relevant realization demonstrated
in [33]. In the configuration of [33] bi-photons gener-
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ated by non-collinear, narrowband SPDC, were reflected
back along with the generating pump field for a second
pass through the nonlinear crystal, and the photons flux
(signal or idler) was measured afterwards, demonstrating high visibility interference, as the relative pump to
bi-photons phase was varied. The observed high fringe
contrast was a quantum signature of the interference.
Here, we exploit this pairwise interference in order
to measure the spectral phase of ultra-broadband biphotons and to observe their nonclassical nature with
near unity efficiency, thereby fully utilizing the ultrahigh flux and speeding the measurement by several orders of magnitude. Specifically, we demonstrate the relation between the observed interference contrast and the
purity of the bi-photons quantum state (the fraction of
bi-photons in the total photon flux). Our experimental concept is schematically outlined in Fig. 1a, where
two nonlinear crystals in series are pumped by the same
pump beam at frequency ωp and the bi-photons intensity (or spectrum) is measured after the second crystal.
When bi-photons produced in the first crystal enter the
second crystal, they can either enhance further down conversion, or be up-converted back to the pump, depending on the relative phase between the pump and the biphotons [31, 33]. This is a quantum mechanical interference between two indistinguishable possibilities to generate bi-photons - either in the first crystal or in the second. Thus, the described setup is analogous to a MachZehnder interferometer for bi-photons, as illustrated in
Fig.1b, where the crystals represent two-photon beam
splitters that couple the pump and the down conversion
(DC) fields. Conceptually, the 2nd crystal serves as a
physical detector of entanglement, where the existence
of an entangled pair is detected by attempting to annihilate it via up-conversion. Since up-conversion affects
only bi-photons, the fringe contrast is a direct measure of
the bi-photon purity (see analytical derivation later on),
thereby providing a method to measure entanglement by
attempting to undo it. If the bi-photons phase varies spectrally (non transform-limited pairs), high-contrast interference fringes would appear on the measured bi-photons
spectrum in a symmetric manner around the degeneracy point at ωp /2, which provides a direct holographic
measurement of the bi-photons spectral phase.
Note that the spectral phase of the bi-photons φs +φi
is well defined even though each of the constituent photons cannot be assigned a definite phase φs,i . Thus, the
interference can reveal only symmetric phase variations
and is insensitive to anti-symmetric phase that keeps the
phase-sum intact. Ideally, the bi-photons are born at the
first crystal with a flat spectral phase (φs +φi = 0 for all
frequencies), but imperfect phase matching in the crystal,
dispersion of optical elements in the beam, or deliberate
pulse shaping can modify it in many ways.
A simplified layout of our experiment is shown in figure 2. In order to demonstrate that the observed fringe
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FIG. 1: (color online) (a) A simplified block diagram of the
experiment, showing the generation of bi-photons by SPDC
in the first crystal, followed by further enhancement or annihilation of the bi-photons in the second crystal. A change of
the relative phase between the pump and the down converted
light between the crystals governs the interference. (b) The
analogous two-photon Mach-Zehnder, where the crystals represent (unbalanced) beam splitters that couple the pump and
the bi-photons beams, allowing a holographic measurement of
the bi-photons spectral phase. Loss of photons between the
crystals, which reduces the bi-photons state purity is equivalent to an attempt to obtain ”which path” information in the
interferometer, resulting in a reduced visibility.

contrast is a nonclassical feature that directly reflects
the quantum state purity of the bi-photons, we compare two experimental scenarios that are classically indistinguishable, yet quantum mechanically lead to very
different results: we attenuate the light entering the second crystal in two ways - once by attenuating the pump
before the first crystal, thereby reducing also the generated bi-photons flux; and second, by attenuating both the
pump and the bi-photons beam between the two crystals.
Quantum-mechanically these two possibilities are different procedures, as the first attenuates the generation
rate of bi-photons (two-photon attenuation), but does
not alter their purity, thereby preserving the fringe contrast, whereas the second attenuates every photon independently (one-photon attenuation), reducing the single
photon flux linearly, but the ”surviving” bi-photon flux
quadratically, thereby reducing the bi-photon state purity. In the Mach-Zehnder analog, attenuation between
the crystals is equivalent to an attempt to obtain ”which
path” information by ”stealing” one of the photons, causing the interference contrast to diminish [34].
In the experiment (Fig. 2), a single frequency diode
laser at 880nm pumps two identical KTP crystals, periodically polled for collinear down conversion around
1760nm. This pump was chosen to coincide the center of
the bi-photons spectrum with the zero-dispersion wavelength of the KTP crystal, allowing an ultra-broad phase
matching (over 100T Hz, nearly an octave) for collinear
down conversion between 1.3 − 2.5µm, as illustrated in
the inset of Fig.2. Such bandwidth corresponds to a max-
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FIG. 2: (color online) Experimental layout: bi-photons are
generated in the 1st crystal (12mm long PPKTP), pumped
by a single-frequency diode laser at 880 nm with up to 1 W
power. Reflection of the Bi Photons from mirrors M2 and M3
is accompanied by a spectral phase shift. Both the bi-photons
and the pump are directed into a second identical crystal,
where further generation of bi-photons or up-conversion back
to the pump can occur. The resulting bi-photons spectrum is
measured by a home-built spectrometer composed of a prism
(SF11) and a CCD camera with 7ms integration time (Xeva2.5-320 by Xenics). The last mirror (M4) separates the pump
from the bi-photons, allowing the pump power to be measured. Attenuation is achieved either before the 1st crystal
by a half-wave plate and polarizer, or between the two crystals with a polarizer P1, and a polarizer P2 in front of the
camera. The inset shows a measured intensity spectrum of
the ultra-broadband bi-photons after the first crystal
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imum possible bi-photon flux of Fmax = 1.08 × 10 photons/s, nearly 12 µW of single bi-photons. The actual
flux in the experiment was approximately Fmax /90, limited by the available pump power, well within the single
bi-photon regime. The down converted light from the
first KTP crystal continues along with the pump into the
second identical KTP crystal, where either down conversion or up conversion back to the pump can occur, and
the down conversion spectrum is measured after the second crystal with a home-built prism-based spectrometer.
The spectral modulation of the bi-photons phase is due
to residual phase mismatch in the crystals and mainly
to negative dispersion of the broadband dielectric mirrors (M2, M3) between the crystals, causing interference
fringes to appear on the bi-photons spectrum, as shown
in Fig. 3. We use this fringe pattern to reconstruct the
bi-photon phase, as shown in Fig.3 (red line). A great
convenience of our interferometer configuration is its insensitivity to path length fluctuations due to the fully
collinear arrangement. The observed fringe pattern is
therefore inherently stable with no active phase locking.
By a slight lateral shift of the Brewster-cut PPKTP
crystal, the relative phase between the pump and the biphotons can be scanned. Doing so, we measure the interference visibility across the spectrum, obtaining a max-

FIG. 3: (color online) Spectral fringes (a) normalized CCD
image of the spectral fringes after both crystals. (b) Two
calibrated fringe spectra with a π phase shift between them
(blue and dotted green lines); and the corresponding calculated spectral phase Φ(ω)/2 of the bi-photons (red line).
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FIG. 4: Measured interference visibility as function of attenuation with corresponding theoretical fits before the first
crystal (squares + dotted fit) and between crystals (circles +
solid fit).

imal visibility of ∼ 52% for near degenerate bi-photons,
and decreasing to ∼ 20% at the spectrum edges. According to the model laid out later on, this corresponds
to a purity of ∼ 27%. We assume that the two-photon
purity in our experiment was actually higher, since the
measured contrast was technically limited by non-perfect
spatial mode matching between the Brewster-cut crystals
across the ultra-broad spectrum.
The effect of the purity of the quantum state on the
interference visibility is presented in Fig.4,by comparing
the two loss scenarios mentioned above. Attenuation of
the pump before the first crystal has no effect on the interference visibility (Fig. 4 squares), whereas attenuating
both the pump and SPDC fields between the crystals,
results in reduction of the interference visibility (Fig.4
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circles) with excellent agreement to the square root dependence of Eq. 6 below (solid line). The interference
visibility provides therefore a method of measuring and
monitoring the bi-photon quantum state purity.
Note that a dark fringe of the spectral interferogram
represents up-conversion of single bi-photons back to the
pump with > 50% efficiency (!), orders of magnitude
higher than with direct SFG [17, 18]. This phenomenal
enhancement is due to the homodyne-like gain from the
strong pump in the 2nd crystal. Indeed, the generated
SFG photons cannot be directly detected on top of the intense pump, but the absence of the down-converted photons is easily measurable by detecting the average photon flux (intensity) with a simple photo-detector. Furthermore, the ultra-high flux of bi-photons (due to the
ultra-broad bandwidth) allows to measure at high speed
not only the average photon flux, but also its spectrum,
thereby providing access to the spectral phase of the biphotons which is inaccessible for HOM or SFG. Specifically, the spectrum was captured over ∼ 150 pixels of the
CCD camera with very low noise at an integration time
of ∼ 7ms, indicating an incoming flux of 107−108 photons
/ pixel / detection time. This should be compared to detection times of 100−1000s, required to collect the same
number of photons with SFG or HOM coincidence, representing a 103−104 speedup. Even faster detection could
be achieved for transform-limited bi-photons, where the
interference is uniform over the entire spectrum, allowing
detection of the full photon flux on a single fast photodetector. Broadband quantum entanglement (or lack of
it) can thus be verified at ’ultrafast’ speed.
The results can be well described with a simple quantum model that accounts for the observed bi-photon interference. Due to the low efficiency of SPDC we neglect
multiple-pairs, and assume a perturbative propagator of
+
the form U = eiHt ≈ 1+iHt = 1+αωa+
ω a−ω , where the creation operators generate a photon in the modes ωp /2 + ω
and ωp /2 − ω. The coefficient αω is a weighted probability amplitude for generating a photon-pair |1ω , 1−ω i,
assumed small. Assuming a vacuum |0i input before the
first crystal, the quantum state after it is
|ψi1 = |0i + αω |1ω , 1−ω i .

(1)

Loss between the two crystals can be modeled as a beam
splitter (BS), with reflection (absorption) and transmission amplitude coefficients r and t, positioned between
the crystals, which mixes the bi-photons from the first
crystal with an additional vacuum state |0i2 from its
other port. Propagating the output state from the first
crystal through the beam splitter yields

t2 |1ω , 1−ω i1 |0i2

 −r2 |0i |1ω , 1−ω i
1
2

|ψiBS = |0i1 |0i2 +αω 
 +irt |1ω , 0−ω i |0ω , 1−ω i  . (2)
1
2
+irt |0ω , 1−ω i1 |1ω , 0−ω i2

The ket indexes 1 and 2 stand for the transmitted port
and the loss port respectively. The four terms in eq. 2
represent the four possibilities for the pair after the loss
BS (fully transmitted, fully reflected and two possibilities
of one transmitted + one reflected).
The second crystal is positioned after a frequency dependent phase was acquired and the pump power entering the crystal is also attenuated by the loss. The second
crystal propagator is therefore


+(1)
1 + tαω eiΦ(ω) a+(1)
a−ω ,
(3)
ω
where Φ (ω) = φ (ωp /2 + ω)+ φ (ωp /2 − ω) is the relative
phase between the frequency pair and the pump. The
propagated state after the 2nd crystal is

 2

t + teiΦ(ω) |1ω , 1−ω i1 |0i2

 −r2 |0i |1ω , 1−ω i
1
2
,
|ψi2 = |0i1 |0i2 +αω 

 +irt |1ω , 0−ω i |0ω , 1−ω i
1
2
+irt |0ω , 1−ω i1 |1ω , 0−ω i2
(4)
and the detected intensity at the transmitted port is
2

2

Iω ∝ hψf | a+(1)
a(1)
ω
ω |ψf i = |αω | |t| {1+t cos (Φ (ω))} . (5)

The visibility V = (Iω,max −Iω,min )/(Iω,max +Iω,min ) depends therefore on the loss as
√
(6)
V (t) = |t| = T ,

indicating a linear proportion to the amplitude transmission, as indeed observed in Fig. 4. The purity of
the quantum bi-photon state - the fraction of entangled photons at a specific frequency out of the total
number of photons at that specific frequency (η (t) ≡
N pairs / N photons ), is directly related to the loss by
2
η (t) = |t| = V 2 . The visibility of the fringes therefore
directly reflects the purity.
In conclusion, we carried out an ’ultrafast’ measurement of the complete quantum wave-function of ultrabroadband bi-photons by using a pairwise quantum interferometer. We demonstrated the square root dependence of the interference contrast on loss transmission,
and derived the relation between the purity of the biphoton state and the observed fringe contrast. The high
two-photon efficiency at the single bi-photons level, enhanced orders of magnitude by the intense pump (ideally
to unity), and the ultra-high flux of bi-photons speed and
simplify the measurement considerably, allowing verification of the bi-photons entanglement at a rate comparable
to the photon flux. We expect this method to become
an important member of the quantum optics toolbox for
broadband time-energy entangled photons.
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